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â€œI was happy to see that the action started almost from the first page and didn't let up till the end.

It was also wonderful to get further insight into how Rylee was supposed to be the saviour of the

world - that was a left hook I didn't see coming but it was all the more poignant for its unpredictability

and purity.â€• â€“Para-Urban ReviewFrom HiJinks Ink Publishing and Shannon Mayer comes

VEILED THREAT (BOOK 7) in The USA Today Bestselling RYLEE ADAMSON NOVELS. With over

1.5 million books sold, Shannon Mayer proves once again she can dominate her genre right out of

the gate."My name is Rylee, and I am a Tracker." When children go missing, and the Humans have

no leads, I'm the one they call. I am their last hope in bringing home the lost ones. I salvage what

they cannot. Demons are putting rips in the veil in order to cross over and steal my friends and allies

away. But, going after them isnâ€™t even close to simple. The deepest level of the veil is not a

place you can just open a doorway too, after all, and of course, thatâ€™s where theyâ€™ve been

taken. As fate would have it, it looks like I might get some help from a trained demon slayer and his

fire breathing ride. The only problem? Said demon slayer claims to have family ties to me. And

Iâ€™ve never trusted my family.Nor am I about to start now.
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In the last book Rylee had saved her missing/possessed sister that she had thought long dead. She

stuffs Orion -the demon bent on ruling the world- back down the throat of a volcano and back to the

lowest levels of hell were he belongs, and in a brazen move, puts her friend Doran (a former

daywalker) upon the Vampire Throne, finally bringing stability to the vampire nation. She also brings

together all factions of ogres and other creatures of the supernatural world. Everything is cool now.

She and Liam can share a bit of alone time. Alex, her half were/man/wolf and best friend has grown

some...um..fortitude. Eve, the teen Harpy is going back into training with her beloved Guardian, the

Eagle. Pamela and Milly (Rylees ward and wayward best friend, respectively) are home and Milly

will begin to train Pammy how to use her "loose cannon" powers before she accidentally blows them

all up. Blaz, her Dragon, is just glad to be free to go and do whatever it is that dragons do on their

downtime. Rylee has lost some friends, and gained a few. She's tiered, she's mentally exhausted.

Time to kick back.....Right?Wrong.After only a few months of peace, Orion is seeking a way back

into the world for domination and (most importantly) to make Rylee and all those she loves die in the

most horrid and torturous way. And he begins by snatching Pamela and Milly (and Millys unborn

child) and pulls them into the darkest recesses of the veil, then destroys all the human friendly

portals behind him. He has plans for Millys baby.As Rylee girds her loins for war, she finds out that

all the allies she thought she'd gained in the last battle are now, reluctant to help in this newest (and

most dangerous) attempt to keep Orion and his minions on the other side of the veil. The ogres are

in disarray. The corrupt FBI is still...corrupt; and now totally. The whole department is possessed.It

seems Rylee is a magnet for destruction. But this time, something is wrong. Her heart is beating off

time. She feels fatigued. And Liam has a secret. A secret so dark that it threatens the only thing

Rylee holds dear: Their life together.

THIS SERIES is one of the best I've read in a long time I love these characters and the storyline is

different and so very interesting. I love that ALEX is commonly into his own I can't wait to see what

happens next, I have read these books so fast I want there to be twenty of them. There are 22 or

more ANITA BLAKE books but only 10 of those are worth reading so maybe it's good to put a limit

on the books if you lose interest in your characters then you just ruin it for your readers(Laurall K



Hamilton). I just can't imagine you writing a crappy story for these characters I hope by the end I'm

not sad because it has a bad ending, you seem to love these people as much if not more than we

do so I know I won't be disappointed.I am recommending these books to everyone I know who love

the paranormal books.A FAN FOREVER. DEBRA R.

The sense of foreboding continues to build in this latest book about Rylee Adamson. There is no

doubt that she will keep going no matter what, even if she begins to wonder if she really can fulfill

the prophecy. She again encounters people/creatures who may not be what they seem, who is

really a friend or an enemy. The love she and Liam have for each other continues to be their

strength, but is he going to be there at the end? And Alex has grown with each book, becoming

more assured while maintaining his absolute loyalty to both Rylee and Liam. I don't want to say too

much about the plot since this hasn't been out that long and I would hate to spoil for anyone who

hasn't read it yet. But if you are a fan of this series, I don't think this book will disappoint. And the

next one comes out in a few months which is a delight..

I absolutely love the Rylee Adams series Shannon has created. Every book if this series is great. I

am so thankful she is self publishing. In this one, Rylee has to find a way into the deepest demon

veil and rescue her family witches, Pam and Millie. Not that this would be easy by any man's, but as

and we know, where Tyler goes, chaos follows. This is no exception. In this book, we see Rylee's

forces pulling together for the big fight against Orion, the big bad Demon. I love her wolf mate, but I

could also see her with Dorian. I'm probably the only nine, but her wolf always struck me as a rock

to get her through all this more than anything romantic. Anyway, looking forward to the next one, as

always.

I don't know how she does it but this one was even better then the last, and I thought that was

EPIC! I love how in every one of Ms. Mayer's books there are so many WTH!! moments! the twist

and turns make you dizzy but you end up begging for more! Rylee has really grown a lot in this

book, she now knows that her strength doesn't lay in her ass kicking abilities but in the love she has

for her "family" and the love they have for her.. The scenes between her and Liam are so tender and

full of love that you cant help but root for them at every turn!.. All the Characters have grown up and

matured and really have come into their own... I would suggest that you read the books in order so

you can get to know the characters. Thank you Ms Mayer for another amazing journey!



So much action like all the Rylee books, but whew! I keep thinking the last book was the best of the

series until I read the next book and change my mind. Rylee and all her friends are so developed

even when they are brand new to the story. Challenges and tests and wildly new information and

Rylee knee-jerking, as usual, and just, whew! Rylee and Liam are wonderful and make my heart

hurt. Rylee learns more about her powers and then has to go save friends and the veil between the

demon world and "real" world is being shredded and what more can happen?! This series is

seriously messing with my going to bed at a reasonable hour.
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